IMMANUEL NOBEL JUNIOR
articles here shewn were made, have been produced by an ordinary
plane which, merely pressing upon the shaving as it does, naturally
very much weakens its strength. This 'will not occur .with the
method which I shall employ in future for producing shavings.
We must also bear in mind that in this way no material is lost, as it
is when wood is cut with an ordinary saw, this loss amounting to
ten shavings of the thickness of a line for every log cut into boards
an inch thick. It is easy to see how much greater use can be made
of the same amount of raw material than is the case at present/*
Nobel appended to his description of the numerous advantages of the
new raw material a " list of such articles as can be manufactured
out of wood shavings as the basic material, as well as out of ordinary
wood adapted by steam to various purposes/'
The list constitutes an interesting and amusing example of that
mixture of practical foresight with an imagination which occasion-
ally gets out of control, which was not uncommon with Immanuel
NobeL Nobel divided the articles which he desired to produce into
six groups, according to their form, and according to whether they
would have to be manufactured from angular, circular or ovaj
tubes, out of flat panes, or in moulds specially made for the
purpose. The large number of articles which he enumerates
constitute the most varied assortment. Many of them are to-day
actually manufactured from plywood, while others are simply
examples of an imagination which was unable to distinguish
between practically realisable ideas and purely bizarre phantasies,
Nobel's inventive ideas frequently suffered from this curious lack
of judgment, which is often characteristic of inventors of the
greatest genius. A similar lack is occasionally noticeable in the
case of his son, the world famous inventor of dynamite. Possibly
it was a characteristic inherited from Rudbeck, the famous author
of " Atlantis " (the cradle of itees).
A few examples may suffice of Immanuel Nobel's list of articles
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